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CPUIC and CPUATC | 
 
Cost Per Unique Checkouts Initiated (CPUIC) and Cost Per Unique Adds to Cart 
(CPUATC) are the two metrics that will save you more money than clipping coupons 
or reusing paper plates ever will. Anyone interested in not lighting money in an ad 
account on fire in the name of “testing” and “learning” should have their ears perk up 
right about now. Over hundreds of ad accounts and millions of dollars spent, we’ve 
found that the metrics in your ad account that most closely correlate to ROAS are 
CPUIC and CPUATC. Using these numbers, you can go from having to wait until ads 
have spent 5 times your average order value and start making informed, statistically 
reliable decisions at 1x AOV; saving you stacks of cash and letting you test a higher 
volume of creative faster. 
 

ROAS and CPA | 
 
We all want a higher ROAS and a lower CPA. This is where the money is made. The 
problem is these numbers aren’t reliable until at least 3x AOV. Flip a coin once and it 
lands on heads then, what we know from that data set is that coin will land on heads 
100% of the time and on tails 0% of the time. Flip a coin ten times and you’re 
probably somewhere between 40% - 60% heads. Flip a coin 1000 times and you’re 
probably 49% - 51% heads. Data regresses to the mean, or gets closer and closer to 
average the more data points in a data set. Meaning 1 coin flip is really far away from 
the mean of %50 but 1000 coin flips will be right on the money. So is your 1 purchase 
in the first day of an ad an indicator that you’ll get 1 purchase every day, or was it a 
fluke? The only way to know is more data, more coin flips. The problem in advertising 
is you pay per flip, you buy data. Because your money is on the line,  you want to 
know as quickly as possible if what you’re looking is real. Typically, for every purchase 
there are 2-3 checkouts initiated and 4-6 Adds to cart. This means for every 1 coin flip 
of purchase you can get 6 coin flips in add to carts, meaning you accumulate data 
much faster with down funnel metrics, letting you make decisions much faster. 
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HERE’S HOW IT WORKS | 
 
The Decision Tree (Proof Money Does Grow On Trees) 
 

 
 
 



DYNAMIC CREATIVE TESTS | 
 
Facebook’s newest tool to help you win and test loads of creative fast. But, DCT can 
be a tough tool to understand and ultimately analyze. You can (and should) still rely 
on your decision tree but there are a few other things to consider to get the most 
out of this powerful tool. 
 

1. Use the Breakdowns. Breakdown your DCT ads by Dynamic Creative Asset 
and you’ll be able to see exactly which images, videos, headlines, etc. are 
winning. 

a. Always check your breakdowns for clear statistical outliers, especially in 
ROAS, Amount Spent, and our leading performance indicators (CPUCI 
and CPUATC) 

b. Use amount spent as an LPI in DCTs. Facebook will spend on the 
variation it thinks will be most successful. If there is a variation or 
variations that haven’t gotten much spend, that is a good indication 
that Facebook doesn’t believe these ads will/are performing well at the 
auction. 

2. You can treat DCTs like normal ads although they may need to spend slightly 
more if you have a lot of creatives you’re testing at once to give the DCT more 
time to optimize as well as to let more variations get significant spend. 

a. You can let your DCTs run for as long as you want (With Cost Caps). You 
can even scale their budgets and try them in new audiences if they are 
at or above success. 

 
What do you do When Nothing’s Working? 
 

1. Ask “Why?” Why is the question good marketers and advertisers should 
always be asking. Why are your creatives not working? Why would someone 
stop what they’re doing and watch your video? Why would someone click on 
your ad? Can you do something different that connects with your audience 
better? Maybe it’s time to think outside the box or try a creative type you’ve 
never tried before. 

2. Try new audiences. Maybe you’re being too broad and you need to narrow. 
Maybe you're being too narrow and you need to open things up a bit and let 
the algorithm take the wheel. Maybe there’s a different lookalike you can 
build. Maybe you missed your target market and you should try a different 
verticle. Facebook has a near limitless number of audiences and one of them 
may be a vein of gold waiting to be mined. 

3. Need a quick fix and no time to wait for After Effects to render or your 
graphics guy is out of town? Try writing a few different headlines or copy 
variations. Pull a good review online. Be clickbaity. Use some emojis  



4. No matter what, keep trying stuff. ABC, Always Be Creating. And, if things 
aren’t working, ABCD, Always Be Creating Differently. If a video isn’t working, 
don’t just try to shorten it by 2 seconds and hope that’s the magic that will 
triple your ROAS. Take big swings, be a little weird, try to stand out, cut 
through the noise, and be memorable. That customer on Facebook or 
Instagram is the hot girl at the bar and you’ve got to stand out from all the 
other guys who’ve asked for her number that night. What do you do to make 
her pick you? 

5. Get a drink yourself. Ad buying is hard and putting creative after creative out 
there can be exhausting work. But keep trying. You never know, the next 
place you decide to cast your net could be your biggest haul ever. 

 
What Do You Do When Something’s Working? 
 
You did it! You found that ad that’s cleaning up and now it’s just time to print money 
and sit on the beach with a drink with an umbrella in it, right? Not quite, but soon. 
First, you’ve got to get everything out of these ads we can and SCALE! 
 
2 Types of Scaling: Horizontal and Vertical 
 
Horizontal Scaling: Can you push your product out wider? Find new audiences or 
verticles you haven’t thought of. Go broad. Make creative for a whole new verticle. 
Were you winning with keto audiences? Maybe now try a low-carb audience with 
creative that speaks more to them. Or a fitness audience with creative geared 
towards how your product will make them super buff. Or a paleo audience with 
creative that focuses on your natural ingredients. Or try a broad creative that appeals 
to all those audiences at once. Horizontal scaling is about casting as wide of a net as 
possible. Are there people in all types of interest groups where you can skim some 
people off the top of all of them? You’re winning and people in your core audience 
love you. Now’s your chance to find some more people outside of that core just 
waiting to hear from you. 
 
Vertical Scaling: Going deep. In horizontal, you threw out a wide net. Now it’s time to 
take those places you won the most, and cast your net down as deeply as possible. In 
vertical Scaling, you are going to bump your budgets. During evergreen, you’ll want 
to do this more conservatively then during a sale, maybe only increasing the budget 
by 10%-20% a day. This gives Facebook’s algorithm more time to stabilize and keeps 
your Ad Set from re-entering the learning phase. 
 
 
 
 
 



I Scaled So I’m Done? 
 
Not quite. You still have to ask why. Just like when ads weren’t working and we 
wanted a better understanding as to why they weren’t connecting with your 
audience, now we get to figure out what is it in this ad that’s working so well. Now is 
the time to make little tweaks. Try some different video lengths, a different product 
in the shot, a different title card for your video, a different headline, a different PR 
quote; make these little changes to find out exactly what it was in that original ad 
that made it magic. Pixar movies don’t just continually luck out and make you cry. 
They know exactly how to make you cry then they just add fish or monsters or robots 
on a post-apocalyptic earth instead of toys and make you cry again and again. Once 
you know what the magic sauce in your ad is, you’ll also be able to connect with your 
audience again and again. 


